FAQ - CALL FOR TENDER
Supply of ICT equipment, Spectroradiometers, Laboratory materials
and stationary items
ILHAMEC Project No. 561827-EPP-l-2015-l-IT-EPPKA2-CBHE-JP (2015 -3284/001 - 001)

1. VAT exemption
As the equipment requested is going to be purchased in the framework of the
Erasum+ Programme a VAT exemption can be required. An official letter by
the European Commission on this issue has been published on UNIMED
website ( http://www.uni-med.net/selezione-fornitori/)
2. Opening session
Dossiers will be evaluated on December 12th 2018
3. Extension of deadline for submission of tenders
Deadline for submission of tenders is extended to December 5 2018, hours
12,00 p.m.
Any tender received after this deadline will not be considered.
4. Lot 2 (spectroradiometer SR-2500 PORTABLE): which are the basic and
essential accessories to include in the offer package?
The following accessories will be considered as essential:
- GETAC PS336 controller with GPS, 5MP camera, voice recorder, Bluetooth
(GPS, picture and voice notes tagged to data files)
- 5" x 5" 99% white calibrated reference panel with aluminium field case
- 2x Li Ion Rechargeable battery and A/C charger for Li Ion batteries
- Lightweight weather proof padded field pack to carry SR-2500

- Contact Reflectance probe- pistol grip style with internal light source, data
collection indicator light and integrated data collection trigger
5. Payment procedure: is UNIMED available for advance payment?
UNIMED will recognize an advance payment of 25% of the stipulated amount
upon release of a bank guarantee on the delivery duties.

6. Are there any other documentation to be presented to participate in the
call?
No. UNIMED as private body can launch a tender with simplified procedures.
7. Where does the supply have to be delivered?
The items supplied have to be delivered in Egypt. Delivery addresses of the
three universities are included in the call for tender
8. Is it possible to submit offers on more then one lot?
Yes
9. How does the offers have to be delivered to participate in the call?
Through registered mail to UNIMED address: Corso Vittorio Emanuele II n°
244 CAP 00186 Rome (IT)

